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the launch of the project “Vote” being implemented by the “ireli” 
Public Movement, held in Baku on 23 september

Half a million young Azerbaijanis 
will vote for the first time.

Second televised debate 
interrupted after sharp exchanges.

the Head of the secretariat of the Azerbaijani central 
Elections commission has stated that nearly half a 
million young people will vote for the first time in the 
forthcoming presidential election in the country. this 
constitutes around 10% of the total electorate, which is 
approximately five million voters. Gasimov also said  
that in all around 40% of the electorate are considered  
to be youth.

Gasimov was speaking at the launch of a project called “Vote” which 
is being implemented by the “Ireli” public union with the assistance 
of the central Elections commission. the launch was held  earlier 
this week at the Park Inn hotel in Baku. Speaking at the event, “Ireli “ 
chairman Rauf Merdiyev said that the goal is to raise the turnout of 
the youth in the upcoming Presidential elections and to  raise election 
awareness amongst young people voting for the first time.    

the Azerbaijani central Elections commission has  
given warning to candidates Hafiz Haciyev and camil 
Hasanli after incidents on 19 september during the 
second televised debate held as part of the current 
election campaign

the debate ahead of azerbaijan’s October presidential election 
was interrupted when one of the nine candidates on stage hurled 
a bottle of water at the main opposition candidate, camil hasanli.  
an increasingly agitated hafiz haciyev of the Modern Musavat 
Party pounded the table repeatedly and gestured threateningly 
at his opposition rival after hasanli accused the administration of 
incumbent President Ilham aliyev of rampant corruption. “I will 
destroy you,” haciyev shouted at hasanli at one point.
as the exchange continued and hasanli challenged haciyev and 
other candidates to account for billions in missing funds, haciyev 
stood and threw the plastic bottle at hasanli, who was seated 
across the table.

the object ricocheted off the table in front of hasanli without 
striking him. haciyev was quickly escorted from the studio with 
the assistance of security guards.
after calm was restored, hasanli continued an animated 
argument with the moderator over whether he should be granted 
extra time to make up for the interruption, which came during his 
six minutes of allotted time.
Six minutes later, an exasperated hasanli stood up and left the 
studio. By then, two other candidates who had finished their  
own statements were also gone, leaving six of the original 10 
people onstage with the moderator. aliyev, who is running for 
a third term, sent a representative to the debate to read from a 
prepared statement..    

Source cEW with rferl.org
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Margvelashvili launches 
election programme
Giorgi Margvelashvili, the candidate of the Georgian Dream Party has launched 
his political programme ahead of Presidential elections in Georgia on october 
27. speaking at a grandiose event which was also attended by Georgian Dream 
leader, Prime Minister Bidhzina ivanishvili, Margvelashvili outlined his vision of the 
Georgian Presidency in the future, saying that the president will be a guarantor of 
political freedom and a democratic system.

Once more endorsing Margvelashvili’s candidacy Ivanishvili told supporters that if they trusted him 
they should also trust Margvelashvili and vote for him.

Reporting the event, Inter press news quoted Margvelashvili as saying that “the president will protect 
everyone’s rights. the President will be involved in the country’s foreign investment attraction 
and in creation of a reliable partner reputation for Georgia. the President will be a partner of the 
government and the parliament and this cooperation will be mainly focused on engaging our society. 
the President will take care of popularization of the Georgian culture on the international arena,” said 
Margvelashvili.

Margvelashvili named economy as the country’s major development priority. “It’s important to 
create a stable environment, strengthen the existing capacity, attract investments, expand markets 
and ensure more involvement in international economic projects,” said the presidential candidate. 
according to him, the main task of the President is to take care of security of the country. “Long-
term guarantee for the national security is full membership of the free world that will be achieved by 
integration with the EU and NatO. We should ensure a permanent increase of professionalism and 
efficiency of the armed forces in order to overcome any danger and challenge.

Foreign policy should be strengthened and activated to achieve European and Euro-atlantic 
integration, to deepen bilateral relations with international and regional partners, especially with 
the United States and the EU countries, to strengthen regional cooperation, to continue the non-
recognition policy and to achieve de-occupation. It is especially important for Georgia to achieve 
de-occupation of the territories of abkhazia and the tskhinvali region and to restore the country’s 
territorial integrity within the internationally recognized borders. We offer compatriots living in 
abkhazia and the tskhinvali region to build a successful democratic state together,’ said Margvelashvili.

according to him, Georgia has a historic mission to become a place of cooperation, dialogue and 
agreement between Europe and asia. ‘’It is also important to establish closer regional cooperation 
with turkey and azerbaijan in energy, transport and trade areas, as well as regional cooperation 
with the Black and caspian Sea countries. Expansion of economic relations with Russia is also very 
significant within the framework of the World trade organization,” said Margvelashvili.   

Source caucasus Elections Watch with Inter Press news.

Azerbaijani CEC accuses Radio Liberty, BBC and Voice of 
America of being in “propaganda mode” ahead of elections.

the head of the media arm of 
Azerbaijan’s central Election 
commission has expressed his concern 
over what he called the “propaganda 
mode” of presidential campaign 
coverage by RFE/Rl, Voice of America, 
and the BBc. 

azer tagiyev said on September 25 that 
programs broadcast by the three foreign media 
outlets attempted to influence voters and thus 
violated azerbaijani election legislation.

Earlier on September 25, the ruling Yeni 
azerbaycan (New azerbaijan) Party sent a letter 
to the central Election commission complaining 

about what it called the “illegal”  
campaign coverage ahead of the October 9 
presidential poll by RFE/RL’s azerbaijani Service.

the party said foreign media outlets are 
legally banned from “conducting pre-election 
campaigns.”

the director of RFE/RL’s azerbaijani Service, 
Kenan aliyev, rejected the ruling party’s 
statements, calling them “classic scare tactics...
to intimidate the independent press.” he 
called RFE/RL’s coverage “balanced, fair, and 
professional.”   
Source: www.refrl.org
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senior Presidential Administration official, Elnur Aslanov 
told Azertaj news Agency that Azerbaijan does not 
interfere with the freedom of internet users and that 
70% of the population was now on-line.

the government in azerbaijan has provided all opportunities for 
citizens to have a free access to information. there is a free internet 
in the country. there are thousands of free bloggers on an internet 
space of azerbaijan. there are tens of online radios, online tVs, 
hundreds of e-newspapers and e-magazines. Social networking sites 
like Facebook, twitter and Instagram are extremely popular among 
the population. Social networks have become an integral part of our 
lives. It has also become a space of political discussions and exchange 
of view. Internet has already become a part of daily lives of people in 
azerbaijan. the state is the first providing a free internet access for 
every citizen.

Electronic democracy is ensured at the highest level possible in 
azerbaijan and the country, as in a number of countries, takes no 
measures to limit the internet. already 70% of country’s population 
is internet users and this figure grows even more every passing year. 
azerbaijani President has instructed to provide broadband internet 
in remote areas and now the government takes measures at a faster 
pace to ensure easier access to internet for citizens.

If we draw analogies, we can see that azerbaijan has lower internet 
tariffs than any other state in the region. the average price of 
broadband internet made up 2.5% of average monthly income 
of population by 2012 which means that the target of the World 
telecommunication Union to make this figure less than 5% by 2015 
has already been reached.

What I want to emphasize is that the policies pursued by the 
President are aimed at developing Ict as much as possible. as a result, 
the ongoing trend of lowering internet tariffs will make internet 
accessible for more and more people. For an instance, prices on per 1 
Mbit/s. of internet dropped about 1,200 times over the last 10 years. 
Besides, it eliminated internet dependence of the country on transit 
countries.

the fact that the market of internet services in azerbaijan grew four 
times over the last five years shows this field is a priority for the state. 
We can have a clear picture of it once we take into account the fact 
that 2013 was announced the Year of Ict in azerbaijan, University of 
Information technologies was founded to produce qualified workers, 
internet infrastructure was modernized at a fast pace and there was 
constant enlargements in network of fiber-optic cable.

Azerbaijan is the centre of internet activity in the region 

today azerbaijan has positioned itself as a center of internet in 
the region. It is no coincidence that Baku has hosted VII Internet 
Governance Forum.

azerbaijani government sees internet not only as a space of an 
exchange of information, but also as an opportunity to ensure open 
and transparent activities of the government and involve citizens with 
administration processes. the project of e-government, platforms 
created on the Facebook page of Mr. President for state agencies to 
answer the questions of citizens periodically and forming a system of 
turnover of e-documents in the country serves exactly this mission. 
the growing usage of e-documents in the service field is another 
proof that a citizen of azerbaijan stands at the center of all the 
measures taken.

this will has a decisive role in growing number of aSaN xidm€t offices 
nationwide which broadly uses online opportunities and that the 
President shows himself as an example to ensure citizens benefit from 
e-services too a greater degree.

Unfortunately, some organizations noted for close relations with 
armenian lobbying organizations try to harm the image of the 
country disseminating slander based on unrealistic and fake figures. 
Such organizations which just fulfill an order are unable to distort the 
reality. their activities are exposed through obvious facts and will be 
exposed further.

transparency during the elections

already candidates for president and their campaigning teams 
conduct a large campaign through social networking websites. Even 
posts made by individuals on Facebook and twitter are published on 
pages of newspapers. this shows how internet is free in azerbaijan.

at the same time, the fact that webcams have been installed in about 
1,000 polling stations and there is a free access for everybody to get 
familiar with the process of elections whether they are at home or 
abroad is a online control over transparent elections and striking 
example of open society and internet transparency in azerbaijan.   

(Reproduced from News.az)

Elnur Aslanov

“Electronic democracy is 
ensured at the highest level 
possible in Azerbaijan”
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The current political situation in Azerbaijan 
should not be interpreted simplistically.
Ahead of Presidential Elections in Azerbaijan, political analyst Dennis sammut looks at the background to the current 
political situation and the likely post-election scenario.
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Many consider that the result of the presidential elections due to be 
held in azerbaijan on 9 October is a foregone conclusion. Some polls 
commissioned by pro-government sources are already predicting that 
90% of those voting will cast their ballot in favour of the incumbent 
President Ilham aliev. the opposition claims, and many international 
observers agree, that the political space for those opposing the 
government in azerbaijan is narrower now than at any time since the 
collapse of the USSR, of which azerbaijan was one of the constituent 
republics.

So why is the government, the opposition, the international 
community and others bothering to go through the motions of 
having an election, and of engaging with it in different ways? the 
answer is that there is a political debate and process going on in 
azerbaijan, in public, but mostly under the surface. the Presidential 
election is not the most important part of it by far, but with all 
its shortcomings it is still an essential piece of the jigsaw for both 
government and opposition.

ilham Aliev sits at the top of a complex pyramid.

It has been ten years since Ilham aliev was elected President for the 
first time in 2003, succeeding his father, heidar, who had governed 
for most of the previous decade. Before that heidar had served for 
a long time as First Secretary of the azerbaijan communist Party 
and de facto head of the azerbaijan SSR. he was also for some time 
a member of the politburo of the cPSU of the USSR. Despite his 
past as a KGB general heidar aliev was a pragmatic and shrewd 
politician. In his post-Soviet re-incarnation he adopted nationalism 
and an enthusiastic embrace of azerbaijani statehood, both of 
which he used to deflate Russian influence in azerbaijan, and at the 
same time neutralising  opponents to his left, and to his right. When 
he took over in 1993 azerbaijan was exhausted by the economic 
collapse brought about by the disintegration of the USSR command 
economy, and by its war with armenia, from which azerbaijan had 
just emerged bruised and defeated. he had to build from scratch both 
the economy and the political institutions, and invent a new “national 
idea”. In the economy the cornerstone was the “deal of the century” 
that saw azerbaijan breaking the hold of Russia on the energy sector 
and developing a relationship with western oil companies. as a result, 
no technical problem seemed impossible to resolve. technology that 
had just been perfected for oil exploration in the North Sea, was now 
used to drill for oil in the caspian. taking the oil out to the world 
markets, bypassing the Russian pipeline network, at first seemed all 
but impossible, but in a very short time - on time and on budget, an 
oil pipeline was built connecting the caspian to the Mediterranean. 
By the time heidar aliev died the first revenue from oil had started 
reaching the coffers of Baku. In the realm of politics heidar aliev’s 
cornerstone was the New azerbaijan Party (YaP). It was meant to 
be a vehicle for the former communist nomenklatura, as well as 
the new generation of azerbaijanis to come together. heidarism, 
or as it is sometimes called azerbaijanism, replaced communism 
as the ideology. heidar saw YaP as first amongst equals. he never 
visualised it as the sole political force in the country. When faced with 

the choice of joining the council of Europe and adhering to all the 
political conditionality that it entailed, he endorsed the project with 
enthusiasm.

heidar aliev’s Soviet and KGB past gave him a very good 
understanding of both azerbaijani society, and of who mattered in 
azerbaijan. the elite that emerged in the 1990s was a reflection of 
this. It was a complex web of personalities and interests that was far 
from being monolithic. It was all finely balanced. One group balanced 
another, and that yet another. taking out one element risked a chain 
reaction. Ilham aliev was catapulted to the head of this pyramid in 
2003. Managing it has been his most difficult political challenge. 
heidarism remained the political ideology, but managing the individual 
interests proved more difficult. Over the last decade personnel 
changes have been done with the utmost caution: no ministerial 
change has ever taken place involving more than two or three 
ministers at a time. the Prime Minister and the Ministers of Defence 
and Interior remain the same as they were in heidar aliev’s time. the 
biggest threat to aliev has always come from inside this elite.

Ilham aliev’s room for manoeuvre has been considerably constrained 
by this reality. this does not mean that no change has happened. One 
by one most of the Ministers have been replaced, usually by young 
more capable persons. Parallel sources of power have been created, 
bypassing political dinosaurs and their structures. the result is that the 
current azerbaijani political power is made up of a mosaic of patches, 
some modern and reformed, others still stuck in the 1980s, whilst 
many, more confusingly, have a modern veneer but remain distinctly 
dated beneath the surface. a visitor to Baku may find a similarity 
between this and the architecture of the city: old and new buildings 
sit uncomfortably next to each other, whilst many buildings have had 
their facades modernised but remained untouched on the inside.

Ilham aliev had one big advantage over his father. he has overseen 
a huge inflow of revenues from the export of oil and other energy 
resources. this has given him the opportunity to both develop 
the state institutions – from the army to the communications, 
as well as to invest in development. It has also meant that state 
patronage, to which most azerbaijanis are addicted, has now reached 
unprecedented heights both in scope and volume.

Ilham aliev is basing his election campaign mainly on the improved 
well-being of the population. that things have changed much for 
the better in the social sphere is without doubt. the azerbaijani 
state, which tethered on the point of collapse in its early years, is 
now well established and state institutions have taken root. there 
is still a lot of rot in the system. the government says that it is on 
its way to improving both the health services and education – two 
areas that have been disappointingly lacking. Even in these areas 
parallel institutions are emerging that reflect a modern, progressive 
azerbaijan but so far their capacity caters only for a small minority.

It is however in the area of political reforms that aliev has 
disappointed most. Until recently he himself said several times 
that this was not the priority. Instead the government has over the 
last decade taken a serious of measures to contain the opposition 
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through legislative and administrative measures. Government critics, 
or sometimes their relatives, became victims of “misfortunes” 
that have not been properly investigated. Opposition claims that 
azerbaijan is one of the most repressive and totalitarian states in 
the world are exaggerated and do not help us understand the full 
picture. however that azerbaijan in many ways has fallen short of the 
standards that it set for itself when it joined the council of Europe 
and the OScE is equally without doubt.

aliev himself understands this. the problem is that if he starts rocking 
the pyramid too much the consequences are unknown, so caution 
has been the strategy up to now, but there is a point when caution 
can be counterproductive, and many feel that that point has now 
been reached.

the opposition: embattled, marginalised but resilient

the mainstream opposition, spearheaded by ali Kerimli’s Popular 
Front Party and Isa Gambar’s Musavat Party has been subjected to 
all kinds of pressures over the last decade. Kerimli himself has had his 
passport withdrawn and cannot travel out of the country. his son has 
just been jailed for twenty days for some misdemeanour connected 
with the election. Kerimli and Gambar have often been demonised 
in the pro government media. they both held senior positions in the 
short-lived and somewhat unsuccessful nationalist government of the 
early 1990s, and the current government tries to taint them with the 
failures of that period. their biggest weakness however has been their 
own inability to modernise their parties, widen their popular appeal 
beyond their core support, and put away their differences to act in a 
unified manner.

the government has tried to prop up a number of other politicians 
who are not members of the YaP as an alternative opposition. 
this has not really worked, and despite the pressures against them 
Musavat and Popular Front continue to attract considerable grass-
root support. this support however has never been able to mobilise a 
critical mass to seriously worry the government.

For the upcoming election the opposition has been able to achieve an 
important breakthrough in that they agreed in the last moment on a 
common candidate, camil hassanli, a University professor who had 
not been in front line politics before. 

Musavat and Popular Front, and other smaller opposition parties and 
individuals, set up what they call the National council. this council 
must continue to exist after 9 October if the opposition in its present 
format are to remain relevant in future azerbaijani politics. hassanli 
impressed people by his performance in two televised debates 
ahead of the election, even if these were marred by some unpleasant 
incidents. If the voters are allowed to have their say hassanli’s 
performance in the poll is likely to be respectable.

the new political actors – not yet quantifiable but not to 
be underestimated.

two important developments have taken place in the political arena 
over the last decade and their political importance is not yet easily 
quantifiable. the first is the emergence of a large, mainly western 
educated, young elite. they are distinct through the way they think 
and articulate themselves. they are all internet savvy, and in this way 

they circumvent the government’s quasi monopoly on the media. 
they are often critical of the government, although they have little 
respect for the traditional opposition also. those that do support the 
government, and there are many of them too, often also question 
some government policies and actions. this new group is driving a 
debate inside both the government and the opposition.

a second development is the increased importance of religion 
in azerbaijani society. azerbaijanis are often categorised as 
predominantly Shia Muslims, with some pockets of Sunni Muslims in 
the north of the country. In the times of the USSR religion was very 
much a private matter and there were only a handful of mosques in 
the country. there are now thousands. Religion has started playing an 
increasing role on the political discourse. there are the two extreme 
ends of the pole – on the one hand the state backed religious 
bureaucracy headed by the quaintly called chairman of the Board of 
caucasian Muslims, Sheikhulislam allashukur Pashazade. Last week 
he conveniently called not only on all Muslims, but on all believers 
of any religion to vote for Ilham aliev. at the other extreme are 
wahhabist cells, active mainly in the north of the country bordering 
chechnya and Daghestan, whose numbers are not known, but whose 
members are now regularly turning up in hotspots where al Qaeda 
is active, the last being Syria. Both the religious establishment and 
the Wahhabist cells are less important because they are predictable. 
Far more interesting is the role of many other religious communities, 
Sunni as well as Shia, that are making important inroads, especially 
amongst the emerging middle class in Baku and other large cities. 
they also can be found amongst both those who support the 
government and those who oppose it. Some feed on ideas from 
turkey’s Gulen Movement and the aK Party’s religious ideologues; 
others from Iranian ayattolahs, but this should not be overstated. 
the new religious activism in azerbaijan is often home grown and 
very often benign. It has the potential to impact the political process 
considerably.

why is the Presidential election important?

an election with a predictable result may not look very important but 
whatever happens on 9 October the political scenario in azerbaijan 
will not be the same again after. the present political model, for 
both government and opposition, has exhausted itself. Both sides 
will need to re-invent themselves if they are to be sustainable. the 
election closes a chapter and its score will help define the next one. If 
the remaining part of election process is conducted reasonably well 
– i.e. people are allowed to vote freely and with respect to the secret 
ballot, and counting is accurate and transparent, than the government 
will have the legitimacy to define the next political chapter. In this 
scenario the strength of the vote for the opposition will be important 
since it would be possible to quantify its political clout. If the rest of 
the electoral process is flawed than the basis on which azerbaijan will 
write the next chapter of its political history will be much murkier, the 
government will have to contend with an opposition that could claim 
the moral high ground and unquantifiable support. In all scenarios, 
change, within both government and opposition is going to be 
inevitable.   
Dennis sammut contributed this article for caucasus Elections watch. the 
writer can be contacted at dennis.sammut@history.ox.ac.uk
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“National Council 
is a qualitatively 
different structure”
cEw interviewed Murad Gassanly, the official 
representative of the chairman of Azerbaijani national 
council of Democratic Forces in the United Kingdom, 
about the plans of the opposition and the situation  
around the elections in Azerbaijan:

Q1: It seems that the opposition in Azerbaijan has been 
able for the first time to unite behind a single candidate and 
political platform ahead of the forthcoming Presidential 
elections. How important is this step? To what extent has 
compromise been necessary, and possible?

this is indeed an unprecedented development in azerbaijani politics 
– all major political parties, organisations and civil society groups are 
united within the framework of the National council, and a common 
candidate has been chosen to represent the democratic movement 
in this election. there have been previous attempts to unite the 
opposition but the National council is a qualitatively different 
structure. 

Firstly, the unification initiative belongs not to political parties but to 
civil society, intelligentsia and youth groups, who championed the 
idea of running a single, non-partisan, pro-democracy candidate. as 
the result the National council is a broad church coalition, which 
includes major parties, civil society organisations and NGOs, ethnic 
minorities’ representatives, youth activist groups, members of 
academia and artistic community, religious leaders. there are many 
members who have served in previous azerbaijani governments. 
For example, National council Executive committee chair Eldar 
Namazov served as a senior advisor to heydar aliyev’s presidency. 

It is precisely because non-partisan opposition actors had assumed 
leadership in establishing the National council, that the organisation 
had attracted such extensive support inside the country and amongst 
azerbaijani Diaspora communities in Russia, US, Europe and turkey. 
there is considerable public trust in the leadership of the National 
council and this is due to the high esteem in which figures such as 
Rustam Ibragimbekov (Oscar-winning film director and the National 
council chairman) and Professor Jamil hasanli (our candidate) are 
held by ordinary azerbaijanis.

Secondly, it is important to note that the National council is not a 
political party or an ideological union – it is a pragmatic coalition, 
designed to bring together those who share basic common norms 
and values - a commitment to democratic principles, free elections, 
human rights, the rule of law, a peaceful and just resolution to the 
Nagorny Karabakh conflict, and liberation of armenian-occupied 
azerbaijani territories. Its aim is to challenge a decade-long 
authoritarian rule of President Ilham aliyev, and his unconstitutional 
attempt to run for a third term as president. the objective here is 
to ensure a stable and managed transition to democracy and this is 
reflected in the Manifesto of our single candidate, Jamil hasanli.

Whilst there are significant differences between various groups 
represented in the National council there is a firm agreement on 
the need for unity in the name of national interest and democratic 
progress in azerbaijan. It is clear that no political party is capable 
of challenging the deeply authoritarian ruling regime on its own, 
and the recent experience of those who chose to stay outside the 
National council is a telling reminder of this. National council is the 
only credible opposition force in azerbaijan today. this is precisely 
because it is a united coalition, representing amalgamated material 
and normative resources and assets of many different parties and 
organisations, a wealth of human resources, intellectual capital, 
campaigning experience and resources. 

creation of the National council and its impact on azerbaijani politics 
are likely to be the most important long-term consequences of the 
2013 election year. 

Q2: Why was Jamil Hasanli chosen as the candidate of the 
opposition?

Jamil hasanli was chosen as our single candidate after the central 
Electoral commission disqualified our original candidate, National 
council chairman Rustam Ibragimbekov (whom I represent in the 
UK) from participating in the election. he was prevented from 
running on the grounds that he had a second (Russian) citizenship in 
addition to his azerbaijani one. Mr Ibragimbekov had applied to have 
his Russian citizenship annulled. however, following President Putin’s 
visit to Baku last month, it became clear that Russian authorities will 
not complete the legal process in time for the election. I leave it to 
your readers to draw their own conclusions about this. Suffice to say 
that we are strongly opposed to azerbaijani national interests being 
used as bargaining chips in Ilham aliyev’s quest to retain his hold on 
power. Little is known about what was agreed between aliyev and 
Putin in Baku. But we do know that Mr Ibragimbekov’s candidacy 
was clearly impacted by Putin-aliyev talks. this, of course, puts an 
end to all speculations about alleged Russian support for azerbaijani 
opposition. We have no support from outside forces; we have no 
support from Moscow; there have never been any Kremlin-inspired 
conspiracies. 

Q3: OSCE/ODIHR Election Observation reports of previous 
elections in Azerbaijan highlight significant shortcoming in 
the electoral process. How do you assess the prospect of a 
free and fair election this time round?

We understand that it is highly unlikely that elections will be free 
and fair. OScE ODIhR pre-election report already paints a grim 
picture – there are no conditions for real, competitive elections. 
there are severe restrictions on media reporting of campaigning 
by our candidate and a campaign of vicious persecution against 
opposition activists and independent media is underway. the ranks 
of political prisoners continue to swell whilst politically motivated 
arrests, including that of opposition family members, are a common 
occurrence. Only this week turkel Kerimli, the son of opposition 
Popular Front Party leader ali Kerimli, was detained on trumped up 
hooliganism charges for 25 days. 

Systemic conditions are also pretty bleak – all election committees 
(vote counting boards) are made up of governing party officials. 
Much of the fraud usually occurs at the counting stage and despite 
repeated recommendations from the OScE and the council of 
Europe, the system has not been reformed.
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Furthermore, there are issues of constitutional importance. It has 
been argued by azerbaijani legal experts that the 2009 referendum 
which has changed the constitution and removed presidential 
term limits was in fact unconstitutional. It is now being suggested 
by international legal experts that the changes violate azerbaijan’s 
obligations as a member of the council of Europe and contravene the 
European convention on human Rights.

In addition to that it is also argued that even if the 2009 referendum 
was legal, constitutional changes only affect new presidents elected in 
2013 and thereafter. Mr aliyev was “elected” and inaugurated under 
the old constitution in 2008. as laws do not have retroactive powers 
he is still bound by a two term limit. Mr aliyev’s candidacy is therefore 
unconstitutional. We believe we have sufficient grounds to launch a 
judicial review. Given the corrupt nature of azerbaijani legal system 
and absence of independent courts we intend to take the matter to 
the European court of human Rights, should our right to fair trial 
in azerbaijan not be respected. Our candidate is consulting widely 
on this issue (including on international level). this matter is likely 
to have major political and legal repercussions. Even if the election is 
rigged and aliyev is again “elected” to presidential office, there is a 
big question mark over his legitimacy; and the legitimacy (and legal 
validity) of any treaties or commercial agreements he may sign after 1 
January 2014. 

Q4: The opposition often complains of harassment and 
intimidation by state agencies and officials. Yet many 
people say that the claims of some opposition leaders that 
Azerbaijan is one of the most totalitarian states in the world 
are grossly exaggerated. What is your view on this?

azerbaijan is rapidly becoming the most authoritarian regime 
in Europe, second only to Belarus.  there are over 100 political 
prisoners, independent and opposition journalists are harassed, 
physically attacked and viciously persecuted. any manifestation 
of independent thinking or political criticism is stifled. the 
litany of abuse is long and the issue has been widely discussed 
and documented by international human rights and democracy 
watchdogs. See for example this month’s reports from human Rights 
Watch and amnesty International.

the aliyev regime, however, is very sensitive to criticisms of its 
human rights record and growing corruption and authoritarianism. 
to manage these criticisms the regime has embarked on an expensive 
public relations campaign across Europe and the world. For example, 
recent investigations by European pressure groups revealed the 
extent of aliyev regime lobbying in the council of Europe. In other 
cases the regime had actually set-up its lobbying outfits in London, 
Moscow, Berlin and Washington. there are British MPs who we know 
openly receive payments from lobbyists linked directly to various 
aliyev regime oligarchs.  these individuals and groups are directly 
engaged in creating a positive image for the aliyev regime. It is 
shameful that there are such politicians, as well as journalists, so-called 
experts and commentators-for-hire, here in the West, who are happy 
to engage in whitewashing a regime like aliyev’s (on commercial 
basis, I should add). 

But there is another element to the problem – oil. the different 
standards applied to Belarus and azerbaijan are an indication that 
whilst azerbaijan might be a corrupt dictatorship, it is, unlike Belarus, 
an energy-producing and exporting corrupt dictatorship. 

Q5: Regardless of what happens on 9 October the National 
Council is going to face challenges. Is co-operation between 
the political forces gathered in the National Council 
sustainable long term?

Whilst the National council has been set up primarily to contest the 
9 October election, it is a rapidly institutionalising structure. there 
is a pragmatic division of labour between parties, non-partisan grass 
root groups, policy experts and so on. the experience of this election 
campaign, the success with which the National council overcame 
problems with Rustam Ibragimbekov’s candidacy registration, elected 
a new candidate and remained united in the face of these serious 
challenges – all this contributed to a new appreciation for political 
unity. there is a strong recognition of its practical advantages for 
everyone involved. Naturally there will be reforms of the National 
council – the format and the make-up is likely to change (in fact, it 
may well grow). But it is clear that the National council is no mere 
electoral alliance. as stated above, it is likely to be the most important 
development of this 2013 election season. 

Q6: What do you think should be the role of the 
international community before and after the Presidential 
election in Azerbaijan?

Naturally, the international community should hold azerbaijani 
authorities true to commitments azerbaijan had undertaken– for 
example, as member of the OScE and the council of Europe. 
Supporting political prisoners, speaking out against human rights 
abuses and ensuring international observation of elections are all 
important measures. 

But it is important to recognise that the international community 
and the West especially, are rapidly losing influence and prestige in 
azerbaijan - Western media outlets are banned from azeri airwaves 
since 2008 (BBc, Radio Free Europe and Voice of america radio 
channels); pro-Western organisations and think tanks, such as the 
Free thought University have been shutdown; European bodies such 
as the Parliamentary assembly of the council of Europe, have lost 
all credibility as the result of the lobbying scandals. Non-resolution 
of the Karabakh conflict and growing dissatisfaction with the OScE 
Minsk Group-led mediation efforts are also contributing to growing 
anti-Western sentiments in the country, which are fuelled by crude 
regime propaganda on state tV channels e.g. the recent anti-
Germany campaign in state media. 

Euro-atlanticism, which once was explicit in both the aliyev regime 
and the democratic opposition political programmes, is now rather 
muted. It is for this reason that the National council has decided 
to delegate all major foreign policy decisions to a future, post-
aliyev government. there is no longer a foreign policy consensus 
in azerbaijan. this is very disappointing for those of us who see 
azerbaijan as a member of the Euro-atlantic democratic family. 

the international community and especially those countries with 
strategic presence in azerbaijan (US, UK, turkey) need to ponder 
carefully about their long-term interests in the country and the wider 
region, and the consequences of the current status quo. this election 
offers the West a great opportunity for a new, more principled policy 
on azerbaijan. We will be watching.   
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The Election Manifesto of 
Camil Hassanli, the candidate 
of the National Council of 
Democratic Forces (full text) 
           this Manifesto sets out the policies, plans and commitments of Azerbaijani national council 

of Democratic Forces, and its single, united candidate in the presidential elections of 2013. 
this Manifesto is drawn up in order to facilitate a free and fair pre-election environment; 
to create conditions for a truly competitive, democratic contest; to ensure that the rule of 
law and democratic principles are the basis of political power in Azerbaijan; and to achieve 
constructive cooperation between different political and public organizations.

the ncDF common candidate undertakes the following 
binding and non-reducible commitments:

1.  to abide by a maximum two-year term limit to his presidential 
authority (the transitional Period).

2.  to establish a provisional coalition transitional Government 
(National trust Government), representing and reflecting 
pluralism and diversity of azerbaijani society; fully utilizing human 
resources and intellectual capital of azerbaijani democratic 
movement, and acting with full confidence of NcDF.

3.  In the period of 2013-2015 to implement the following 
constitutional and electoral reforms, by means of binding national 
referendums: 

 -  to create a new balance of power between various branches of 
government,  by limiting Presidential powers and broadening 
the powers of the Parliament and the cabinet; as well as to 
ensure independence of the courts.

 -  to dissolve currently serving Parliament by end of  
January of 2014:

 -  to restore proportional elements of the electoral system and 
to conduct new parliamentary elections, based on a mixed 
electoral system by the end of the transitional Period in 2015;

 -  to broaden powers of elected local government bodies; to 
establish city municipalities for Baku and Ganja; to limit the 
powers of city and district executive committees. 

4.  to undertake a comprehensive review of all national legislature 
to ensure full conformity and compliance with all azerbaijan’s 
international obligations and commitments. 

5.  to create opportunities for free and equal functioning of all 
political parties and organisations, as well as independent trade 
unions;

6.  to take action to ensure fundamental human rights and freedoms 
for all; to lift obstacles for the establishment and functioning of 
independent and private media.

7.  to ensure full restitution of the rights of those prosecuted 
and arrested on politically motivated criminal charges; to end 
politically motivated criminal prosecutions; to free political 
prisoners and to lift all judicial obstacles for return of political 
emigrants. 

8.  to take decisive action against the pervasive system of corruption 
and oligarchic monopolies in the country; to address the issue of 
so-called “hidden economy”; to take urgent actions to restore 
social justice; to restore violated economic rights of citizens and 
business people.

9.  to conduct azerbaijan’s foreign policy in accordance with the 
constituent Declaration of the National council; to work towards 
the resolution of Nagorno-Karabakh conflict on the basis of 
territorial integrity of azerbaijan Republic.

10.  to hold the next presidential election in 2015.

11.   Not to run as a candidate in the 2015 presidential election; to 
remain impartial in the electoral process.

Single candidate of the National council of Democratic Forces  
for the President of azerbaijan Republic

Camil Hasanli    
Source: National council of Democratic Forces.

camil Hasanli

Azerbaijan Presidential Elections 2013


